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Forward-looking statements

Certain statements made in this presentation and any subsequent Q&A period are forward -looking statements, within the 
meaning of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and are made pursuant to the safe harbor 
provisions of the Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements include expectations for future financial market 
and economic conditions, the impact of acquisitions, the ability to deliver revenue, earnings per share and other financial 
projections. These forward-looking statements are subject to change, and actual results may materially differ from those set 
forth in this presentation due to certain risks and uncertainties. The Company’s results may be adversely affected if the 
Company is unable to market, manufacture and ship new products, obtain new customers, or integrate new acquisitions. 
The Company’s results would also be negatively impacted by weakening in the macro economic environment, or foreign 
exchange fluctuations or the imposition of barriers to international trade. Any failure to achieve predicted results could 
negatively impact the Company’s revenues, cash flow from operations, and other financial results. The Company’s financial 
results will also depend on a number of other factors and risks detailed from time to time in reports filed with the SEC, 
including its quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its annual report on Form 10-K, such as changes in economic conditions, 
further worsening in the geospatial market, critical part supply chain shortages, possible write-offs of goodwill, and regulatory 
proceedings affecting GPS. Undue reliance should not be placed on any forward-looking statement contained herein, especially 
in light of greater uncertainty than normal in the economy in general. These statements reflect the Company’s position as of 
the date of this presentation. The Company expressly disclaims any undertaking to release publicly any updates or revisions to 
any statements to reflect any change in the Company’s expectations or any change of events, conditions, or circumstances on 
which any such statement is based. 

To help our investors understand our past financial performance and our future results, as well as our performance relative t o 
competitors, we supplement the financial results that we provide in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles,
or GAAP, with non-GAAP financial measures. The specific non-GAAP measures, which we use along with a reconciliation to the 
nearest comparable GAAP measures can be found on our website at http://investor.trimble.com . 
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1 0 %  C A G R

• Growing software, services, and recurring 
revenue; TTM Q3’17 ≈ 47% of revenue

• Growing recurring revenue; 
TTM Q3’17 ≈ 28% of revenue

• 54% N. American revenue; 
46% rest of world

Trimble at a glance

Company

• Integrated technology and 
software provider to the world’s 
largest industries

• 1,200+ patents; >$350 million/year 
on R&D

• Millions of customers and partners 
in over 100 countries

• Managing millions of sensors 
in the field

• Diverse go-to-market strategies

• >9,000 employees in >35 countries

Financial Highlights
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$940 

$2,362 $2,531 

2006 2016 TTM Q3'17

Revenue $M

$162 

$406 $461 

2006 2016 TTM Q3'17

non-GAAP operating income $M

1 0 %  C A G R

1 2 %  C A G R

$136 

$407 $435 

2006 2016 TTM Q3'17

Cash flow from operations $M
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Trimble strategic approach

Water and 
electric utilities

Core industries served

Construction

Transportation 

Common industry characteristics

Agriculture

Field service 
management

Rail Forestry

Emerging industries

Geospatial
• Large GDP industries, with a field presence

• Complex physical workflows that can benefit from automation

• Ability to transform work processes by taking a lifecycle view

Shared technology platforms

• Common hardware platforms

• Common software platforms

• Common cloud architecture

Unique company culture

• Collaborative

• Innovative 
• Market driven

• International
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Positioning & 
Sensing 
Sensing and measuring 
in a geospatial context

Digital insight to solve physical world problems

Analytics
Decision support, 
predictive indicators

Modeling
Software for visualization, cost, design, 
schedule planning, maintenance, and 
operations

Trimble is connecting the 
physical and digital worlds

WHERE and WHAT?

WHY?

HOW?Collaboration and 
Interoperability
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Common technology stack across served industries

Analytics

Modeling

Positioning & Sensing

Connected and industry-
specific hardware, sensors 

and guidance systems

Industry-specific software 
capabilities and workflow

Data analysis, decision 
optimization, and feedback

Software applications - modeling and management

• Visualization

• 3D design and analysis

• Conceptual design

• Detailed design

• Collaboration

• Estimating

• Scheduling 

• Project management

• Fleet management

• Diagnostics

• Field inspection

• Field mapping

• Food traceability

Analytics – decision support

• Asset optimization

• Work optimization

• Yield monitoring

• Fleet analytics

• Schedule and dispatch

• Variable rate planning

• Cost analysis

• Time analysis

• Road/rail alignment

• Design coherency

Devices - positioning and sensors

• Scanner

• Total station

• GNSS receiver

• Machine control

• Guidance/steering

• Image capture

• Laser tools

• Video
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Market leader in multiple large, growing verticals

Total addressed market over $15 billion

Core industries are global trillion-dollar markets with technology adoption in the early phases

Construction Agriculture Transportation & LogisticsGeospatial

Addressed market ≈ $4.5B Addressed market ≈ $2.5B Addressed market ≈ $3BAddressed market ≈ $3B

Emerging businesses share similar characteristics and provide upside

Examples: Rail, Forestry, Field Service, Water & Electric Utilities

Reporting Segment:
Geospatial

Reporting Segment:
Buildings and Infrastructure

Reporting Segment:
Resources and Utilities

Reporting Segment:
Transportation
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Connecting the digital and physical worlds

Construction Agriculture Transportation

3D model at anchor bolt level 
detail drives pinpoint 
construction accuracy during 
fabrication and construction

Construction 
verification against 

the model
3D design model imported to 
the machine control and 
guidance equipment in the field

Progress monitoring enables 
schedule optimization

Farm/crop 
management 
plans flawlessly 
executed in 
the field

Real-time field conditions update 
and inform optimal farm 
management plan

Real time road, vehicle, and driver 
conditions aligned, managed and optimized 
to meet customer needs
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Trimble’s positionIndustry challenges Benefits delivered

Geospatial | Building the digital model of the earth

• Increasing demand for 
decision making with a 
geospatial context

• Continued pressure for 
timely and accurate data

• Data management with 
proliferation of mass 
data devices

• >70% of POB Top 100 
geospatial companies 
use Trimble

• >10,000 surveyor and 
mapping firms in N. America 
are Trimble customers 

• Joint ventures with Nikon, 
Russian space agency, 
Chinese rail authority

• 25-50% efficiency gains 
over traditional solutions

• Spatial awareness

• Quality control

• Safety

Reporting Segment: Geospatial
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Construction | Building and managing the 
infrastructure and buildings of tomorrow

Trimble’s positionIndustry challenges Benefits delivered

• Fragmented stakeholders 
cause complex coordination 
and collaboration

• 80% of projects are late

• 20% of projects over budget

• >28 million unique SketchUp 
activations / year

• Manage >11M models 
and components

• Multiple OEM relationships for 
machine control technologies

• >300,000 users of Trimble Connect

• >2B square feet of real estate 
leases managed

• JVs with Caterpillar and Hilti

• Overall cost reduction 
- up to 30%

• Machine productivity 
- 30%+

• Reduced rework 
- up to 50%

• Increased quality

Reporting Segment: Buildings and Infrastructure
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Agriculture | Enabling a safe and reliable food supply

Trimble’s positionIndustry challenges Benefits delivered

• Increasing global 
food demand

• High input costs

• Water availability

• Unique environmental 
conditions per farm

• Food traceability

• >125M acres using Trimble 
technology

• >250,000 Trimble displays 
in the field 

• >75,000 customers 
subscribing to Trimble 
correction services for 
high precision GNSS

• Increased yield 
- up to 30%

• Input cost reduction 
- up to 20%

• Reduced water use 
- up to 20%

• Lower environmental 
impact

Reporting Segment: Resources and Utilities
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Transportation and logistics | Delivering the
goods of commerce

Trimble’s positionIndustry challenges Benefits delivered

• Low profit margins, 
intense competition

• Asset utilization, customer 
freight visibility, 
maintenance costs

• Fuel, assets, insurance are 
significant cost drivers

• Heavy regulatory 
requirements

• Driver availability

• Trimble technology on 
>85% of top 200 trucking 
companies in USA

• >1 million assets managed 
directly with Trimble 
technology on board

• >2 million assets managed 
with Trimble solutions (on 
board and off board)

• Lower fuel consumption / 
operating costs - up to 20%

• Increased fleet utilization 
- up to 30% increase

• Regulatory compliance 
and fleet safety

• Lower environmental 
impact

Reporting Segment: Transportation
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Opportunities for continued growth and margin expansion

• Technology extension

• Leverage domain, 
channel, brand

• Penetration/share of wallet

• Technology integration

• Emerging businesses

• Geographic expansion

• Enterprise sales

• Large projects

• Humility and caution
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• ~50% direct sales model, including key 

accounts and enterprise customers

• ~50% best-in-class distribution channels 

specific to industry verticals

• Dealers provide localized support that 

drives deep customer relationships

• Industry leading joint venture partners

• Unparalleled partnerships extend reach and 

interoperability

Direct / 
Enterprise 

Relationships

Go-to-market strategy extending and optimizing reach

Partnerships

Distribution
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10-year revenue CAGR

North America 9%

Europe 10%

Asia 12%

ROW 16%

Trimble Total 10%

• Globalization and localization

• Presence in over 100 countries

• Regional offices in 39 countries

• Research and development 
in 15 countries

• 3rd party distribution 
in over 100 countries

2016 
REVENUE 

BY REGION

Expanding international penetration

North 
America, 54%

Europe, 
24%

Asia, 
15%

ROW, 
7%
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Proven acquisition track record expands geographic 
and technology footprint

• Strategy: technology or 
market adjacencies

• >$2.6B in M&A since 2010 

• Track record of execution and 
organic growth

Buildings Construction

• SW/Professional 
Services focused

Transportation  & 
Logistics

• Mobile + Enterprise 
+ Analytics

Emerging Businesses

• SW/Solutions 
focused

M&A approach Key transactions



• Multiple growth drivers in markets with attractive dynamics

• Demonstrated innovation track record

• Domain knowledge

• Unique ability to provide a solution

• Compelling business model

• History of execution

17

Trimble investment highlights
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Financial highlights

Returning to growth

Growth in software and recurring revenue

Path to operating margin expansion

Disciplined and experienced acquirer

Strong cash flow generation
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Track record of success

1 0 %  C A G R

9 %  C A G R

1 0 %  C A G R

1 2 %  C A G R

$123

$302

2006 2016

Non-GAAP net 
income $M

$162

$406

2006 2016

Non-GAAP 
operating 
income $M

$136

$407

2006 2016

Cash flow from 
operations $M

$940

$2,362

2006 2016

Revenue $M
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54%

24%

15%

7%

North America Europe Asia ROW

53%47%

Hardware/Firmware

Sofware, Services, Recurring

31%

27%

17%

25%

Buildings and Infrastructure

Geospatial

Resources and Utilities

Transportation

Global opportunityGrowing software mixDiverse business mix

Attractive revenue profile (FY16)
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Segment overview

Buildings and 
Infrastructure

Geospatial
Resources and 

Util ities
Transportation

2016 Revenue $743M $635M $396M $588M

2016 Non-GAAP 
operating margin (%)

18.0% 19.0% 29.9% 17.5%

Primary businesses
Building Construction

Civil Construction
Geospatial Agriculture

Transportation
and Logistics

Emerging businesses
Forestry

Water and Electric
Utilities

Rail
Field Service

Primary peers
Hexagon
Topcon

Autodesk

Hexagon
Topcon

Faro

John Deere
Monsanto

Raven

Omnitracs
McLeod
Telogis
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Financials by segment

797

673 635

23.9%

20.1%
19.0%

12.0%

16.0%
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Growth progression

• Growth of +14.7%; currency ≈ +1%; M&A/divestitures ≈ +3%

• Organic growth over 10%, highest organic growth since Q4’13

• Growth in all reporting segments and major geographies

• Growth in absence of commodity price point recovery and
federal infrastructure package

Expansion in organic operating margin, offset by recent M&A

• Operating margin 18.4%, impacted by recent M&A

Focused management

• Continuing to invest in the business

• Five divestitures in 2016, two in 2017

• Targeted acquisitions in precision Ag, transportation, forestry

Third quarter 2017 update
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3.1%

9.5%

14.7%

2016 YTD Q3'17 Q3'17

Revenue growth Y:Y

17.2% 18.2% 18.4%

2016 YTD Q3'17 Q3'17

non-GAAP Operating Margin %



Evolution continuing toward software, services and recurring

• ≈$1.2B in revenue TTM

SaaS/Subscription revenue growing rapidly within that

• Shifts from a perpetual/maintenance model to SaaS/Subscription

• More new offerings being developed upfront as SaaS/Subscription

• Examples:  TMW, Tekla, agriculture software, ALK

Financial impact

• Steady revenue mix percentages reflect growth in both hardware 
and software/services/recurring revenues

• Recurring revenues grew at high single digit rate on a trailing twelve 
month year over year basis

• Subscription revenue grew at 16.3% in Q3’17, reflecting an ongoing 
evolution toward SaaS offerings

TTM refers to trailing twelve months
Note: Recurring revenue includes subscription, maintenance, and support revenue

Software and Subscription/SaaS 
revenues are a growing element
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≈47% ≈47%

TTM Q3'16 TTM Q3'17

Software/Services/Recurring % of Total

≈28% ≈28%

TTM Q3'16 TTM Q3'17

Recurring Revenue % of Total
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• Operating cash flow consistently 
growing as % of non-GAAP 
operating and net income 

• Strong cash flows driven by shifts 
in revenue mix toward 
software/recurring and working 
capital efficiency

• Low capital expenditures,
TTM Q3’17=$33M

• Cash flow provides opportunity 
for further value creation

Evolving model positively impacting cash flow

$124 

$242 

$341 

$415 $407 
$355 

$409 
$437 

0.62x 

0.89x 
1.00x 1.01x 1.05x 

1.22x 
1.35x 

1.21x 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 TTM Q3'17

Operating Cash Flow

Operating Cash Flow as multiple of non-GAAP Net Income
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Internal growth

Cash from operations

Strategic M&A

Share repurchases

Optimizing capital allocation to drive shareholder value


